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"We have been travelling around the world, for 10 months now and we have done many tours. 
This tour in the south of India has been one of the best we have had." (Trusha, Australia)
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"We have been travelling around the world, for 10 months now and we have done 
many tours. This tour in the south of India has been one of the best we have had."
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                        Marking 25 years of remarkable journeys with The Travel Planners!

                        As The Travel Planners reaches its 25th milestone, we are gearing up for a grand celebration. Over the past twenty-five years, we have proudly served as your premier bespoke holiday specialist, curating unforgettable vacations that etch lasting memories in your hearts. Whether it's exploring the cultural marvels of India or immersing in the awe-inspiring landscapes of Kerala, The Travel Planners has remained your gateway to extraordinary adventures. Our expedition has been a delightful voyage, brimming with the satisfaction of crafting personalized experiences tailored exclusively for you.

                         

                            
                      Discover Kerala Travel Packages

                        
                            Luxury Travel Packages in Kerala

                            
                                
                                    

                      
                                        
                                            Kerala Trip - Limited Period Offer (05 Nights)

                                           

                                          

                                            	INR 21,600 onwards


                                      

                                    

                                

                            

                            
                                
                                    

                      
                                        
                                            Exclusive Kerala Tour with Niraamaya (06 Nights)

                                          

                                            	INR 64,750 onwards


                                      

                                    

                                

                            

                            
                                
                                    

                              
                                        
                                            Kerala Premium Tour 
(05 Nights)

                                           

                                          

                                            	INR 47,500 onwards


                                      

                                    

                                

                            

                            
                                
                                    

                              
                                        
                                            Kumarakom Thekkady Munnar (07 Nights)

                                            

                                            	INR 78,000 onwards


                                      

                                  

                                

                            

                         

                            
                            Standard Travel Packages

                            
                                
                                    

                              
                                        
                                            3 Nigths Kerala Tour 
(03 Nights)

                                            

                                            	INR 35,000 (2 Adults)


                                      

                                    

                                

                            

                            
                                
                                    

                              
                                        
                                            Kerala Family Holidays (05 Nights)

                                          

                                            	INR 18,300 onwards


                                      

                                    

                                

                            

                            
                                
                                    

                              
                                        
                                            Madurai Kodaikanal Tour (06 Nights)

                                          

                                            	INR 64,000 (2 Adults)


                                      

                                    

                                

                            

                         
                                
                                    

                              
                                        
                                            4 Nights Kerala Honeymoon (05 Nights)

                                          

                                            	INR 22,000 onwards


                                      

                                    

                                

                         

                         

                         
                            Travel Packages from different Indian cities

                            
                                
                                    

                      
                                        
                                            Kerala Tour Package from Mumbai (06 Nights)

                                          

                                            	INR 26,250 onwards


                                      

                                    

                                

                            

                            
                                
                                    

                      
                                        
                                            Kerala Tour Package from Delhi (05 Nights)

                                          

                                            	INR 18,200 onwards


                                      

                                    

                                

                            

                            
                                
                                    

                      
                                        
                                            Kerala Tour Package from Pune (05 Nights)

                                          

                                             	INR 17,000 onwards


                                      

                                    

                                

                            

                            
                                
                                    

                      
                                        
                                            Kerala Tour from Ahmedabad (09 Nights)

                                          

                                            	INR 34,000 onwards


                                      

                                    

                                

                         

                         

                         
                            Kerala Travel Packages from 3 to 6 Days

                            
                                
                                    

                      
                                        
                                            Kerala Tour Package: Munnar & Alleppey (03 Nights)

                                          

                                            	INR 35,000 (2 Adults)


                                      

                                    

                                

                            

                            
                                
                                    

                      
                                        
                                            Kerala Honeymoon Package
 (04 Nights)

                                          

                                            	INR 19,000 onwards


                                      

                                    

                                

                            

                            
                                
                                    

                      
                                        
                                            Kerala Luxury Honeymoon (05 Nights)

                                          

                                            	INR 59,000 onwards


                                      

                                    

                                

                            

                            
                                
                                    

                      
                                        
                                            Women Exclusive Kerala Tour
 (11 Nights)

                                          

                                            	INR 76,000 onwards


                                      

                                    

                                

                         

                         
                         

                         
                            Mysore and Ooty Travel Packages

                            
                                
                                    

                      
                                        
                                            Mysore Coorg Tour (04 Nights)

                                          

                                            	On request


                                      

                                  

                                

                            

                            
                                
                                    

                      
                                        
                                            Coorg Ooty Tour
 (05 Nights)

                                          

                                            	On request


                                      

                                  

                                

                            

                            
                                
                                    

                      
                                        
                                            Ooty Wayanad Tour (05 Nights)

                                          

                                            	On request


                                      

                                  

                                

                            

                            
                                
                                    

                      
                                        
                                            Ooty Tour from Bangalore (02 Nights)

                                          

                                            	INR 12,100 onwards
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                            Kerala Tour Packages Been Awarded the Best Travel Company in India

                             

                        	'Best Inbound Tour Operator in India' Award from the Ministry of Tourism, Government of India
	'Best Inbound Tour Operator South India' by Galileo Express Travel World Awards
	'Best Innovative Tourism Product' Award Winner from the Kerala Government
	Kerala State Tourism Award for 'Most Innovative Use of Information Technology'


                          


                        

                    

                    
                

            

        
        
        
            
            
                Why Choose The Travel Planners ?

                         

                        
                            
                                

                                
                                    25 YEARS OF EXPERTISE

                                  Since we are based in Kerala, we have first hand knowledge of the destinations of Kerala, Karnataka and Tamil Nadu. Travel is our passion.

                                    
                              

                            

                        

                        
                            
                                

                                
                                    TRUST

                                    Government of India approved Tour Operator. Highly rated in Google & Trip advisor. Best Tour Operator award winner.

                              

                            

                        

                        

                        
                            
                                

                                
                                    SERVICE

                                    We're proud to have a high number of loyal customers and 98% our customers consider our service to be excellent.

                              

                            

                        

                       
                            
                                

                                
                                    VALUE

                                    We have very special rates, hotel deals and own private cars and coaches exclusives for our valuable customers.

                              

                            

                        

                    

            
            Kerala Holiday Packages (USD)

                 Our Kerala Holiday Packages are tailored to the needs of our guests. Our goal is for you have the best cultural, sightseeing memorable experiences while on your Kerala tour.

                 
                 

                 

            
        
        
        
            
                
                    
                        
                            KERALA LISTED AS ONE OF THE TOP 19 WORLD TRAVEL DESTINATIONS TO VISIT

                             

                            
                          Kerala Travel Packages

                            Foreign tourists are drawn to Kerala, India, for a variety of reasons, making it a preferred destination for international travellers. Some of the key factors that make Kerala an attractive choice for foreign tourists include:

                            1. Natural Beauty: Kerala is known for its stunning natural landscapes, including lush greenery, backwaters, pristine beaches, and picturesque hill stations. The diverse geography and rich biodiversity of Kerala travel provide foreign tourists with a unique and visually captivating experience.

                            2. Backwaters and Houseboats: Kerala backwaters are a major attraction, offering a tranquil and serene environment for tourists to enjoy. Houseboat cruises through the backwaters of Kerala travel are a one-of-a-kind experience, allowing travellers to relax and appreciate the scenic beauty.

                            3. Ayurvedic Wellness: Kerala tourism is renowned for its Ayurvedic treatments and wellness centres. Foreign tourists often visit Kerala to experience traditional Ayurvedic therapies and rejuvenate their body and mind.

                            4. Cultural Heritage: Kerala tourism has a rich cultural heritage, with various art forms, festivals, and traditions. Foreign tourists are eager to explore this cultural diversity during their Kerala travel, attend classical dance and music performances, and participate in local festivals.

                            5. Delicious Cuisine: Kerala cuisine, featuring a wide array of flavours, is a big draw for food enthusiasts on their Kerala travel. Foreign tourists enjoy trying out traditional South Indian dishes, seafood delicacies, and the unique use of spices in Kerala travel cuisine.

                            6. Adventure Activities: Kerala Travel offers a range of adventure activities such as trekking in the Western Ghats, wildlife safaris in national parks and sanctuaries during their Kerala travel, paragliding, and water sports. These activities appeal to adventure-loving tourists.

                            7. Responsible Tourism: Kerala has made efforts to promote responsible tourism, focusing on sustainability and eco-friendly practices. This resonates with foreign tourists who are increasingly conscious of their environmental impact during their Kerala travel.

                            8. Beaches: Kerala has beautiful beaches, including Kovalam and Varkala, which provide a relaxing coastal experience for foreign tourists who seek sun, sea, and sand during their Kerala travel.

                            9. Tea and Spice Plantations: Kerala is home to vast tea and spice plantations, particularly in places like Munnar. These plantations offer tourists the opportunity to learn about the cultivation and processing of tea and spices during their Kerala travel.

                            10. Wildlife and Nature Reserves: Kerala travel boasts a number of wildlife sanctuaries and national parks, including the Periyar Tiger Reserve. Foreign tourists are interested in wildlife safaris and bird-watching in these protected areas during their Kerala travel.

                            11. Warm Hospitality: The warm and welcoming nature of the Keralite people is a major attraction for foreign tourists during their Kerala travel. The hospitality and friendliness of the locals create a positive and memorable travel experience.

                            12. Accessibility: Kerala has international airports and a well-developed transportation network, making it relatively easy for foreign tourists to reach and explore the state during their Kerala travel.

                            Overall, the combination of natural beauty, cultural richness, wellness opportunities, and the warm hospitality of the people makes Kerala travel an appealing destination for foreign tourists. Kerala's unique offerings, combined with its commitment to responsible tourism, continue to make it a preferred choice for international travelers.

                      

                    

                    
                        
                        

                        Celebrating 25 years of Service

                        


                        Highly Rated Tour Operator in TripAdvisor


                        
                        

                        Travel Information



Plan your Kerala Journey today. Book your Tour Package to Kerala with The Travel Planners and board your flight to Kerala. We will ensure your Kerala trip is safe and comfortable. WhatsApp Us

                        

                        
                                

                                
                                    Trivandrum Tour Packages (03 & 05 Nights)

                                    

                                

                            

                        
                                

                                
                                    Tour Packages for Corporates (06 Nights / 07 Days)

                                    Routing: Cochin | Munnar | Thekkady | Houseboat | Kovalam
                                    

                                    	INR 26,000 onwards


                                

                            

                    

                

            

        
        
        
            
                
                    
                        
                            POPULAR KERALA HOLIDAY PACKAGES

                            
                            Kerala, often known as "God's Own Country," is a captivating location that provides a wide variety of experiences for each visitor. Kerala offers it all, from the tranquil backwaters and immaculate beaches to the verdant Western Ghats. Our well-chosen Popular Kerala Holiday Packages will enable you to completely experience this captivating state.

                             Whether you're an adventurer, a nature lover, a cultural traveler, or you just want a quiet vacation, our vacation packages are made to suit your individual needs. You may select the itinerary and experience that most speak to you from a range of options. Discover Kerala's breathtaking scenery, distinctive fauna, vibrant culture, and mouthwatering food with our Well-liked Kerala Vacation Packages.

                          With our well-thought-out itineraries that take you to some of the most famous locations in the state, discover the charm of Kerala. Savour the flavors of genuine Kerala food, take in the grandeur of Munnar's tea fields, and discover the peace of Alleppey's backwaters. Our vacation packages are made to leave you with priceless memories and a closer bond with this amazing place.

                            Kerala Tourist Places

                            Kerala is a diverse country with an abundance of tourist attractions to suit the needs of any kind of traveler. Kerala offers you all, from stunning hill villages to immaculate beaches and ancient artifacts. Our website is your go-to resource for learning about the most fascinating tourist destinations in Kerala that this magnificent state has to offer.

                            Discover the calm of Alleppey's backwaters, lose yourself in Kochi's rich cultural legacy, or explore Munnar's quiet beauty. Kerala's varied landscapes, which include verdant plantations, tumbling waterfalls, and lush woods, are what give the state its distinct beauty. Kerala is a location where memories are made and treasured since each tourist destination has a unique personality and tale to tell.

                             We offer comprehensive details about every tourist destination in Kerala, including its history, top attractions, and ideal times to visit, to assist you in making your plans. Kerala has a plethora of tourist destinations that cater to all types of travelers, be they history enthusiasts, nature lovers, or those seeking a tranquil escape.

                          Tour Packages in Kerala at a Price

                            Organizing a vacation to Kerala shouldn't be a difficult task. We at KeralaTourPackages.com are committed to providing you with the smoothest possible travel experience. For this reason, we provide an extensive selection of Kerala travel packages at costs to suit various spending limits and tastes.

                            Our Kerala vacation packages are made to provide you with the best possible value for your money and guarantee that you will have a memorable time in "God's Own Country." We provide packages that are both reasonable and inclusive since we recognize that every traveler has unique demands and budgetary constraints.

                          Our Kerala trip packages are competitively priced and transparently listed. We are committed to giving you the greatest offers without sacrificing the caliber of your trip. You may choose the ideal package to fit your travel preferences and price range, from premium packages for those looking for a pampered holiday to affordable alternatives for backpackers.

                           

                          1. Kerala Tour Packages for Couples with Flight

                          We provide carefully designed trip packages with easy airline alternatives for couples wishing to travel to Kerala on a romantic getaway. Taking a flight to Kerala at the beginning of your stay not only saves time but also injects excitement into your romantic retreat. Our flight-inclusive Kerala holiday packages make sure your trip gets off to a smooth and comfortable start, so you can concentrate on making priceless memories with your partner.

                            2. Kerala Travel Packages for a Couple

                          At KeralaTourPackages.com, we recognize that preparing a budget is crucial while taking a romantic vacation. We make sure that you have an open understanding of the prices by providing comprehensive pricing data for our Kerala trip packages for couples. Our cheap pricing accommodates a range of budgets and interests, ensuring that your couple's getaway is both memorable and affordable. We believe in giving you the most value for your money.

                            3. Kerala Honeymoon Packages for 3 Nights 4 Days

                          Our three-night and four-day Kerala honeymoon packages are the ideal option if you're looking for a fast but romantic break. With these packages, you may quickly discover Kerala's picturesque scenery, tranquil backwaters, and verdant surroundings. They are intended to give you a taste of the state's natural splendor. For couples who want to get the most out of a quick getaway or extended weekend, this is a great choice.

                            4. Kerala Honeymoon Packages 7 Days

                          Our 7-day Kerala honeymoon packages are an excellent option for couples who like to fully immerse themselves in the natural beauty and rich tapestry of Keralan culture. With these packages, you may explore the gorgeous beaches, charming hill villages, and romantic backwaters to a greater extent. You and your spouse may take your time to fully experience Kerala and make enduring memories.

                            5. Budget Honeymoon Packages in Kerala

                          Since we think that there should be no financial restrictions on love, we provide affordable honeymoon packages in Kerala. These packages are intended to meet the demands of those searching for a romantic getaway without going over budget. Savour Kerala's natural beauty, peace, and romantic atmosphere without sacrificing anything. Love blossoms even on a tight budget thanks to our inexpensive honeymoon packages.

                          6. Kerala Honeymoon Packages for 2 Nights 3 Days

                          Our two nights and three days Kerala honeymoon packages are ideal for you if time is of the essence but you still want to feel the enchantment of Kerala. These packages, which showcase the finest of Kerala, provide a quick yet magical break. Take a houseboat trip, explore the immaculate beaches, and capture priceless memories in a short amount of time.

                            7. Honeymoon Packages in Kerala for 3 Days

                            Our three-day Kerala honeymoon packages are ideal for couples who wish to have a quick yet romantic trip that captures the spirit of Kerala. These packages concentrate on the main sights, guaranteeing that you have a great and romantic trip in just three days.

                           

                            Finding Peace and Serenity in Kerala - Your Next Holiday Destination

                            If your traveling is all about taking time out to reconnect with nature and recharge your soul, Kerala will make the perfect holiday destination.

From the people, the culture, and the pristine scenic locations ranging from sandy beaches and tropical jungles to the serene backwaters, Kerala will make you remember how life should be.


Kerala is Traditional but Forward Thinking


For most visitors, a trip to Kerala will be like taking a journey through a time when life was simple and less complicated. However, a relaxed lifestyle steeped in old-time traditions hasn't stopped the local population from keeping pace with the modern world where it counts.

  For instance, education is highly prized, and literacy is almost universal throughout Kerala. Newspaper readership is one of the highest in the world.

  One of the most significant concerns for tourists traveling the world is healthcare while in foreign lands. Medical care isn't a problem in Kerala, as all medical services are free and provided by Government hospitals.


The People of Kerala


Keralans are friendly, welcoming people, but as you tour the area, you may notice that the women have a deep and abiding fascination with gold. You won't find a woman in Kerala who doesn't have at least one or two gold pieces on their person.

 Women love their gold, but all the men wear their mustaches with pride. Kerala girls find mustaches on men handsome and dignified, so it's no surprise that all men maintain at least one, but often both.

 Unlike many other parts of the world, the women of Kerala are just as active as men in the government. If you want to look at a part of the world that's doing great things for the empowerment of women, then Kerala can show you how it's done.

Life in Kerala is scenic, pristine, and inextricably intertwined with nature. You can't help but feel the beautiful locale has helped shaped the culture and laid-back welcoming nature of Kerala's people.

 Far away from the hustle and bustle of India's major cities, you won't feel like a tourist in need of forced entertainment for the sake of the mighty dollar. Instead, you will be treated more like an honored guest or a friend who hasn't visited for a while.

  Walk down the street, and you will be greeted with happy smiles from the local populace as they go about their day.

 Keralan people are proud of their state, heritage, and unhurried, relaxed lifestyle, where the distractions of technology have taken a back seat to peace and serenity.

Things To Do in Kerala


As we mentioned, Kerala is a fantastic location for witnessing the glory of nature and soaking up the serenity.

 Every scenic experience you could want is represented in Kerala's tourist attraction. There are sandy beaches and forests full of wild animals, exotic birdlife, and cheeky giant squirrels. Quiet waterways, scenic lakes, and breathtaking mountain views are also reasons Kerala is such a popular tourist destination.

 Take your pick and enjoy the ultimate luxury at one of the many resorts in Kerala, where you can relax in comfort, style, and safety in a private cabin.

 Enjoy a boat trip down one of Kerala's many breathtaking backwater locations, where the pace of life is slower and more relaxed. Houseboats are available for those who want to immerse themselves in Keralan culture and take in all that the backwaters have to offer.

 Hill stations are some of the most historical and popular destinations in Kerala. Looking out over the plains below and taking in the view of rolling green hills and miles of tea plantations while filling your lungs with fresh mountain air is not an experience you will soon forget.

 



                          
                          
Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ) for the Kerala Tour


How much will a Kerala trip cost?

  The cost of a Kerala trip can vary widely depending on factors like the duration, type of accommodation, activities, and your travel preferences. Typically, a moderate budget can range from $500 to $1500 per person for a week-long trip, but it's best to get a personalized quote from a tour operator for a more accurate estimate.

Which month is best for Kerala?

The best time to visit Kerala is from September to March when the weather is pleasant, and you can enjoy the lush greenery and cultural festivities. However, the choice of the month depends on your preferences, as some travelers prefer the monsoon season (June to August) to experience the romantic rains.

Which travel agent is the best in Kerala?

There are several reputable travel agencies and tour operators in Kerala. To determine the best one for your needs, consider factors such as customer reviews, the range of packages offered, pricing, and the company's reputation in the industry.

Which is the best tour company for Kerala?

The "best" tour company for Kerala can vary depending on individual preferences. Look for tour companies that have a strong reputation, specialize in Kerala tours, offer excellent customer service, and provide packages that align with your interests and budget.

Which tour package is the best?

  The best tour package for Kerala depends on your interests and budget. Some travelers prefer adventure packages, while others opt for cultural experiences or honeymoon packages. It's essential to choose a package that aligns with your desires and includes the destinations and activities you wish to explore.

How do I choose a tour package?

To choose the right tour package, consider your interests, budget, and the duration of your trip. Research different tour operators read reviews, and compare itineraries. Be sure to communicate your preferences and expectations with the tour operator to ensure a tailored experience.

What are the 3 main types of package tours?

The three main types of package tours include:

  a. Group Tours: These tours involve traveling with a group of people, typically with a fixed itinerary and set departure dates.

  b. Private Tours: These tours are customized for a single traveler, a couple, or a small group, allowing for more flexibility in the itinerary and travel arrangements.

  c. Custom Tours: Custom tours are entirely tailored to your preferences, allowing you to design your itinerary, accommodation, and activities.

How is the tour cost calculated?

Tour costs are calculated based on various factors, including the duration of the trip, type of accommodation, activities, meals, transportation, and any additional services included. Tour operators use these factors to determine the overall cost of the package.

Is it cheaper to book a tour?

The cost-effectiveness of booking a tour depends on several factors. Booking a tour can often provide cost savings through group rates and pre-negotiated deals. However, it's essential to compare the cost of booking a tour with planning the trip independently to ensure you're getting the best value for your budget and preferences.

Where is Kerala situated?

Kerala is a small state located in the southern part of India. It is a slender strip of land wedged between the Eastern slopes of the Western Ghats mountain range to the East and the Arabian Sea to the West. Approximately 4 percent of the state's total land area comprises wetlands. Kerala's natural landscape covers an area of 12,477 square kilometers, which accounts for 32.1% of the state's total land area. The state has a coastal region stretching over 587.8 kilometers and boasts 11,305 square kilometers of lush forest area.

Why is Kerala renowned?

Kerala's fame can be attributed to several key factors:

	The Western Ghats, which include one of the world's ten most biodiverse regions, are a part of Kerala. These "hot-spots" are areas teeming with diverse flora and fauna, featuring a high percentage of species that are unique to the region.
	Kerala is a 100% literacy state, boasting a highly educated and progressive society.
	Known as a paradise on earth, Kerala's natural beauty, backwaters, and unique houseboats attract visitors from around the globe.
	Kerala offers an array of diverse tourist attractions, including backwaters, hill stations, wildlife sanctuaries, plantations, pristine beaches, Ayurveda wellness, rich biodiversity, and a strong commitment to responsible and sustainable tourism practices.


What are the must-visit Tourism Places in Kerala?

When planning your Kerala travel, make sure not to miss these top tourist destinations: 

	Experience a stay on a houseboat, floating along the tranquil backwaters.
	Stroll through the lush tea estates of Munnar, where the landscape is adorned with rolling hills and tea plantations.
	Enjoy a serene boat ride in the Periyar Wildlife Sanctuary, surrounded by diverse wildlife and lush greenery.
	Purchase aromatic spices from Thekkady, known for its spice markets.
	Unwind on the sun-kissed beaches of Kovalam or Marari, where relaxation meets natural beauty.
	Savor a traditional Kerala meal served on a banana leaf, a unique culinary experience.
	Treat yourself to an Ayurvedic rejuvenation massage, a holistic wellness practice.
	Explore the historical sites of Fort Cochin, known for its rich heritage and colonial architecture.
	Visit the Padmanabha Swamy Temple, considered one of the world's wealthiest temples.
	Delight in a seafood feast along the shores of Kovalam Beach, known for its delectable coastal cuisine.
	Head to Varkala Beach for surfing and kayaking adventures along the stunning coastline.
	Travel to Wayanad to experience lush green landscapes and a cool, refreshing climate.


Kerala is a treasure trove of unique experiences and breathtaking natural beauty, making it an ideal destination for travelers seeking diverse and enriching adventures.
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